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Logs, roots; pine, mahogany; finials and chairs. Wood, 
in various manifestations, has long been a source of 
artistic inspiration and a medium of expression. Chris- 
tian icons, Buddhist figures, and African masks are 
somehow imbued with a sacredness not only because 
of the images but because of the material itself. In 
North America, wood has been the backbone of tech- 
nology and art for generations. Its availability and its 
malleability made it an obvious source for carpenters 
and artists alike. The impact of industrialization and 
modern technology in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries led many artists to experiment with such new 
materials as steel, industrial scrap metal, plastics, and 
other synthetic substances. Despite these innovations, 
they did not abandon wood. 

The flexibility of wood allows for a great range of 
artistic techniques and styles when it is worked. It can 
be gouged, bent, shaved, hammered, glued, sawed, 
painted, and filed to create an endless variety of 
shapes. However artists choose to make their sculp- 
tures, wood often maintains a palpable identity that 
derives from its organic form or previous existence as a 
standing, living tree or a piece of furniture. In many 
cases, an artist allows the wood to direct the shape of a 
work. 

If sculptors choose wood for aesthetic reasons, they 
also do so for practical ones. Wood is an accessible and 
readily available material. Whether it is found, gath- 
ered, or purchased, wood maintains an abiding con- 

nection to the natural world because it is an organic 
substance. So wood sculpture can be seen not only as a 
reflection of artists' attitudes toward art and humanity 
but also toward the natural world. Artists' treatment of 
wood can reveal how they imagine the links between 
people and nature. 

Of course wood sculptors are by no means a unified 
group. They share a medium of expression, but not 
necessarily ideas or intentions. This article examines 
the diverse ways in which four twentieth-century 
American sculptors-Chaim Gross, Louise Nevelson, 
Miles Carpenter, and Dexter Buell-have used wood to 
articulate their personal visions. Of these artists only 
Miles Carpenter relied solely on wood throughout his 
career; the others worked with other materials as well. 

When Chaim Gross (1904-1991) walked out of his 
studio and over to the J. H. Monteath lumberyard in 
Manhattan, he may have felt that he was taking his 
first steps as an independent artist. It was 1927 and 
Gross had just left the Beaux Arts Institute of Design 
and the Educational Alliance, where he had attended 
drawing classes since his arrival in America in 1921. 
Like many wood sculptors, Gross was introduced to the 
material by his father, a timber cutter and salesman in 
Galicia, Austria, in the Carpathian Mountains. In inter- 
views, Gross nostalgically evoked being raised with the 
sound of falling trees and the smell of cut wood.' He 
recalled many evenings spent seated around a fire as 
the village men talked and whittled toys, religious 
icons, and household utensils.2 

Although Gross initially studied drawing and paint- 
ing, once he began to sculpt, it was to hand carvers he 
looked for guidance and inspiration, in a sense joining 
a traditional craft with a modernist sensibility. Like 
Constanin Brancusi and Robert Laurent, Gross elevated 
the status of wood from a simple construction supply to 
a material valued for its beauty and style. All his life 
Gross celebrated the interaction between artist and his 
medium and the process of creation, not just the fin- 
ished works. 

Gross's style and forms were derived from individual 
pieces of wood, and his reverence for the medium is 
shown in the way he handled it. He worked within the 
physical parameters of a log and carved only with hand 
tools. Referring to loose gestural drawings rather than 
to clay models, Gross drew directly on the wood with 
white chalk to guide him in his initial carving. He 
shaped his pieces with chisels, rasps, and files, and then 
applied oils to highlight and protect the wood's sur- 
face.3 

Gross acquired an expert knowledge of wood, and 
he outlined his carving procedures in a 1957 instruc- 
tion book, The Technique of Wood Sculpture. The book 
provides detailed descriptions of tools, techniques, and 
forty-eight types of wood, whose qualities and charac- 
teristics he listed. Gross preferred exotic woods, for 
example rosewood, ebony, and especially lignum vitae. 
Their zebra-like patterns and dark velvet colors pro- 
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vided rich surface detail on the simple broad planes of 
his sculptures and often drew the viewer's eyes from 
one highlight to the next. 

In many of his works, Gross removed as little as pos- 
sible from the log, often creating women with massive, 
blocky figures. "It was not the idea of fatness" that he 
wanted to convey, "it was the wideness of the wood [I 
liked] and I didn't want to ruin it."4 Mothers and their 

Chaim Gross placing preliminary carving cut lines on wood. Chaim 
Gross Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 

Chaim Gross carving Ballerina, 1940, imbuya wood. Chaim Gross 
Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 



children, female streetwalkers, and especially female 
acrobats were the subjects Gross commonly chose to 
give his "material an opportunity to express its charac- 
teristics."5 He explained that in general, "I distort the 
forms of a body enough to keep them in the shape of 
the block so as to sacrifice a minimum amount of the 
wood. By leaving as much wood as possible I maintain 
the solidity of the medium."6 He rendered figures of his 
circus performers, such as Acrobats Dancing and Strong 
Women (Acrobat) in twisting and somersaulting forms to 
create a sense of movement and to draw the viewer's 
eye in an upward spiral up and around the full length 
of the log. At the same time, Gross used the knots and 
grains to accentuate the implied action of his acrobats 
moving through space. Believing that incised or carved 
details might detract from the inherent qualities of the 
wood, he kept his carving summary. In many of his 
works, for instance the Tight Rope Dancer of 1933, the 
figures were mounted on tree-trunk pedestals, high- 
lighting the form's origin. 

In the late 1950s, Gross began to make plaster mod- 
els for bronze castings. Freed from the confines of the 
log, his bronze figures are more open and gestural than 
his wood sculptures. However, when he periodically 
returned to wood thereafter, his sculpture maintained 
the bulkiness and surface treatment that characterized 
his earlier work in this material. 

Gross became a teacher at the Educational Alliance 
in 1927, a position he held for more than fifty years, 
and Louise Nevelson (1899-1988) made her first sculp- 
ture, a figure modeled in clay, in 1933, in one of his 
classes. Ten years later Nevelson began use wood to 
express her artistic vision, a decision affected by her 
temperament, family history, and economic situation. 

Nevelson was born Leah Berliawsky in Kiev in 1899. 
She moved in 1905 to Rockland, Maine, where her 
father, whose family had had a lumber business in 
Russia, worked as a woodcutter, junk dealer, and real- 
tor. Louise married Charles Nevelson and moved to 
New York City in 1920. Following a childhood and 
adolescence devoted to painting and after participating 
in various drawing, acting, and dance classes in the 
early years of her marriage, in 1929 Nevelson became 
a full-time student at the Art Students League. She 
worked in oil on canvas, terra-cotta, and clay. Perhaps 
in a hint of her later work, for a show in 1943 at the 
Norlyst Gallery Nevelson made sculptures out of found 
wooden objects. In The Circus-The Clown Is the Center of 
the World, Nevelson created clowns and animals out of 
salvaged wood; the pieces were exhibited with a col- 
lection of circus posters. Although she later regretted it 
deeply, Nevelson destroyed these sculptures after the 
show because she had no room to store them.7 She did 
not return to wood until the 1950s. 

In her work, Nevelson did not accentuate the grain 
or color of the material or file and polish it, but like 
many artists working in wood, she viewed the mater- 
ial as a partner. "It was always a relationship," she 

Louise Nevelson. Louise Nevelson Papers, Archives of American 
Art, Smithsonian Institution. 

stated, "my speaking to the wood and wood speaking 
back to me."8 Nevelson turned to wood "instinc- 
tively."9 However it was not raw wood that attracted 
her as it did Gross, but the textures and forms of wood 
pieces already shaped by human contact-the dirty 
and discarded pieces of wood she found and collected. 

In the 1950s, Nevelson was extremely poor, and 
perhaps remembering her father's foraging for junk, 
she began to search the streets in New York for 
wooden scraps and objects. The supply was steady and 
plentiful as her neighbors emptied their houses, which 
were to be demolished. At first Nevelson collected dis- 
carded furniture, architectural fragments, crates, 
boards, and any other wooden things she could find. 
Later she bought pieces at second-hand stores and was 
given material by family and friends (including Chaim 
Gross). By the 1970s, she was having wooden objects 
manufactured to her specifications. 

At the time Nevelson began concentrating on wood, 
many contemporaries such as Alexander Calder and 
David Smith were welding in metal. Besides the 
expense of obtaining metal and the equipment to work 
it, Nevelson was adverse to the welding process. "It 
somehow wasn't what I wanted," she stated, "the noise 
and the masquerade offended me, and I didn't like the 
execution. It was too mechanical for me."'o 
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Nevelson had what she called a "spontaneous com- 
posing style," which she distinguished from the meth- 
ods of craftsmen and carvers like Gross. She assembled 
her work without using preliminary drawings. She 
manipulated wood by breaking, sawing, gluing, and 
nailing it. She even used scissors to cut some of the 
pieces. She claims never to have made measurements 
but rather to have been guided by instinct. Nevelson 
worked frenetically, and the wooden junk pieces ful- 
filled her preference for material that could be quickly 
obtained and easily manipulated. 

Initially, Nevelson covered her collected wood 
pieces with matte black paint. Her house became clut- 
tered and cramped with stacks and rows of the painted 
wooden forms, organized by size, shape, and texture. 
At first she cut and reassembled these forms to create 
totem-pole-like sculptures. Then she began to compose 
them within the frames of wooden crates that were 
painted a single matching color. To make space in her 
crowded house she stacked the wooden picture boxes, 
and from this vertical arrangement came the idea for 
the walls for which she is best known. 

Nevelson exhibited her first set of walls and assem- 
blages at the Grand Central Moderns Gallery in 1957. 
Called Moon Garden + 1, the installation was dimly lit 
with a soft blue light. She constructed the walls on site, 
piling the boxes without using of nails or glue. Her 
most famous piece in the show, Sky Cathedral, contains 
sixty boxes and measures 11 feet 3 1/2 inches by 10 feet 
6 inches by 1 foot 6 inches." Critic Martin Friedman 
likened her walls to a city at night, "when solids and 
voids become interchangeable, and familiar objects lose 
their contours in shadows and reflections."'2 Nevelson 
saw herself as an architect of a new landscape or envi- 
ronment, like a theater stage designer constructing a 
stage set. Scavenged wooden objects became building 
blocks for her imaginary world, and viewers became a 
part of that world as they walked among the towering 
edifices. 

Nevelson's monochromatic walls are like abstract 
paintings made with wooden forms. Within the box 
frames, shapes and their shadows have equal visual 
significance, as they do in Cubist works. Once the spin- 
dles, arches, arms, and boards are painted black and 

Louise Nevelson's studio. Louise Nevelson Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Louise Nevelson, Sky Cathedral, 1982, painted wood. Smithsonian American Art Museum, Gift of an anonymous donor. 

incorporated into her walls, their previous associations 
are nearly eradicated. The forms lose their individual- 
ity through repetition, and the monochromatic palette 
renders the unique pieces of the assemblage into a 
complex whole. 

Nevelson viewed her work as a literal and meta- 
physical transformation of material. Adopting the Sur- 
realists' idea of taking the ordinary and making it 
extraordinary, she called herself a "visual abstract sur- 
realist."'3 For Nevelson, art was about a "greater 
awareness," that is, seeing a potential for grandeur that 
others have missed.'14 Working with pieces of old wood, 
"you enhance them, you tap them, and you hammer 
them, and you know you have given them an ultimate 
life, a spiritual life that surpasses the life they were cre- 
ated for. That lonely, lowly object is not used any more 
for what it was-a useful object. It becomes a work of 
art," she explained.'5 When she painted her works 
gold, as she did in Dawn and Royal Tide II, the meta- 
morphosis from banality to elegance is even more obvi- 
ous. "It gives me great pleasure to think that I could 
take wood, make it good, and make people like Rocke- 
feller buy it," she stated.'6 

The titles of many of Nevelson's abstract sculptures, 
such as Trees in Circle and 7th Decade Garden, refer to 
wood in its living state, but in fact her recreation of a 
forest or grove of trees was an attempt to control rather 
than celebrate nature. In interviews she described how 
as a young girl she was afraid of the woods and of the 
picturesque Maine landscape where she was raised. 
She once said, "It has too many leaves."'7 "Nature is a 
great organized thing, an intelligence in itself," she 
stated, "but when that's filtered through the human 
mind, it becomes another thing."'8 This other thing, 
nature's connection to people (as represented by 
wooden objects), is what interested her. Describing a 
canoe paddle she saw in an antique show in the 1940s, 

she said that it had gone "through some human mind 
and feeling, consciously or not, [and so it] had more to 
say to me. . . . I identify with what went through 
another human mind more than with nature."'9 
Despite explorations with other media, wood contin- 
ued to be at the heart of Nevelson's artistic expression 
until her death in 1988. 

While Louise Nevelson was scavenging the streets of 
New York City in the 1950s, Miles Burkeholder Car- 
penter (1899-1985) was busy running his sawmill and 
ice house in the small town of Waverly, Virginia, fifty 
miles southeast of Richmond. Carpenter had moved to 
Waverly with his family in 1901 from Lancaster 
County, Pennsylvania, when he was a boy of eleven. 
After eighth grade Carpenter quit school and went to 
work full-time in his father's lumber business, and in 
1927 he bought and began operating his own sawmill. 

Wood was a material Carpenter had handled and 
manipulated since he was a small child. He never 
received any formal training, though art historian 
Lynda Hartigan attributes his affinity for wood carving 
to his Pennsylvania German ancestry.20 During idle 
periods in the lumberyard and then more regularly 
after his retirement in 1955, Carpenter made carvings 
from pieces of wood found in and around his wood 
shop, deriving inspiration and obtaining materials from 
the animals, trees, and people around him. Besides col- 
lecting wood from his property and other cleared tim- 
berlands, neighbors generously provided items which 
he advertised for (he once ran a notice asking for fur 
for hair and springs for movable parts). Through years 
of experience working with wood, Carpenter devel- 
oped a thorough knowledge of the qualities of the local 
elm, walnut, and poplar. "I have been around wood 
and lumber all my life," he stated. "There is nothing 
better that I like than to handle lumber and wood."21 

Uneasy around heavy machinery after having suf- 
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Miles Carpenter. Jeff and Jane Camp Papers, Archives of American 
Art, Smithsonian Institution. 

fered several serious accidents in the sawmill, Carpen- 
ter worked with hand tools-coping saws, pocket- 
knives, rasps-and sand paper. He cut rough forms in 
an open shed and then sanded and painted the pieces 
at his kitchen table. He used enamel colors purchased 
from a local hardware store. "There's an old story about 
wood, and it's true," he said. "The story is that there's 
something in there, under the surface of every piece of 
wood. You don't need no design 'cause it's right there; 
you just take the bark off and if you do it good, you can 
find something."22 

In most cases, the shapes and features of the found 
wooden forms were the inspiration for the creatures he 
made. "I saw the limb lying on the ground, and there 
was the snake, right inside," he explained. "What I did 
is, I let him out!"23 From twisted branches and gnarled 
roots Carpenter made animals, insects, reptiles, people, 
and an endless variety of playfully ferocious creatures. 
"Nature grows the trees, and I see the hidden objects 
and bring them almost to life," he stated.24 "Some peo- 
ple look at a twisted branch and see nothing," he con- 
tinued. "I look at the same branch and see the legs of 
an animal or the body of a monster."25 

Early in his career, he made monkeys from small 
roots and twigs, some of which decorated his house 
and some he sold at local auctions for one or two dol- 
lars apiece. He patterned Woman with Dog, made in 
1941, after a picture in a Greyhound Bus Company cal- 
endar. He carved the figure from a block rather that 
basing it on the shape of a found wooden fragment. In 
Lena Wood, which for several years sat in the front seat 
of Carpenter's 1951 Chevrolet, the opposite was true. 

Miles Carpenter, Green Monster with Monkey, ca. 1974. Jeff and Jane Camp Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Lena was conceived from "a large stump with a few 
roots connected."26 "I studied it and looked it over and 
over until I could see a body of a girl and two roots for 
the legs which looked like she was setting down."27 
Carpenter attached carved arms, hands, feet, and a 
head to the stump He painted her, applied fur for hair, 
put clothes on her, and then placed her in his car with 
an issue of Reader's Digest in her hands. Carpenter's art 
was occasionally topical: In reaction to the disturbance 
between American Indians and U.S. marshals at 
Wounded Knee, South Dakota, in 1973, he created 
from a broken tree limb a boy, on crutches, who is 
missing a lower leg. 

In 1958 Carpenter opened a roadside ice house 
where he sold ice, soda pop, and fruits and vegetables 
from his garden. To draw attention to his shop he 
parked a pick-up truck loaded with carvings next to the 
road. The beginning of his career as a recognized artist 
began in 1970 when Donald Walters from the Abbey 
Aldrich Rockefeller Museum in Williamsburg drove by 
and stopped to purchase a large painted wooden water- 
melon Carpenter had placed near the road. Two years 
later, Jeffrey Camp, a Richmond folk art collector, 
offered to represent him. With Camp's help, Carpen- 
ter's sculptures were purchased by dozens of museums 
and private collectors. Even though they no longer sold 
for a few dollars but for thousands, he continued to 
create works that pleased a broad audience. "To take a 
root, a tree limb, a piece of lumber or wood that most 
people throw away and make something really nice 
which will last years and years with careful handling. 
To show the public that someone can make something 
that people love. It's art. It's beautiful," he wrote in his 
autobiography.28 

Like Nevelson and Carpenter, Dexter Buell saw him- 
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Dexeter Buell, Workbush, 1993. Photograph courtesy of Dexter 
Buell. 

Dexter Buell, Red Maple Cube #4, 1988. Photograph courtesy of 
Dexter Buell. 

self as a forager. During the eighties and nineties when 
he worked with wood, Buell gathered his supply from 
dumpsters, production shops, and lumberyards nearby 
his home in Brooklyn, New York. He sought out wood 
as a sculptural medium because of "its availability and 
workability" and also because of its conceptual mean- 
ing as an organic material whose raw aesthetic qualities 
he highlighted in his work.29 

Buell's constructed wood sculptures are-commen- 
taries on craft and on the interrelationships between 
contemporary Americans and the natural world. He 
traces his affinity for wood and the American landscape 
to his pioneer relatives who crossed the continent to 
settle in the Oregon Territory in the late nineteenth 
century. Memories and images of the Pacific Northwest 
and the American landscape, gathered from cross-con- 
tinent family car trips, also endure in his mind. How- 



ever, it is not through expansive panoramas or even 
through larger Earthworks that he comments on 
nature but rather with smaller creations that are more 
intimate in scale. 

In 1988 Buell and a friend ventured into a forest 
outside New Haven, Connecticut, where Buell was 
attending the Yale School of Art. They cut down a 
sixty-foot maple tree, built a one-square-meter cube 
from the trunk, and packed it with the remaining parts 
of the tree including all 99,284 leaves that they had 
counted. Like much of Buell's work, Red Maple Cube # 
4, which remains in situ in the forest, refers to the 
transformation of wood into architectural forms. It also 
reflects a characteristically American tendency to try to 
understand things through quantification, that is, to 
use statistics to grasp the meaning of events and things 
from sports to crime, and even nature. 

Buell's Tumbleweed might illustrate in literal terms 
the interaction between humans and nature. The 
sculpture consists of a rubber ball placed in the 
branches of a tree, as if a child lost his bouncing toy 
there. Workbranch and Workbush are two other exam- 
ples that reveal links between people and the natural 
world, connections that most people take for granted. 
These two sculptures consist of trees or parts of trees 
that have been sawed in pieces, reassembled with 
metal bolts, and decorated with construction hat forms. 
They remind viewers that much of the built environ- 
ment around us is made from a natural resource- 
trees. The works also allude to landscape design and to 
the fact that many of our so-called natural settings, 
such as parks and rural pastureland, are manufactured 
and no more natural than the sidewalks that border 
them. 

Sometimes Buell's art embodies concerns that are 
prevalent in contemporary American society. Two Rings 
demonstrates the precarious relationship between 
wood as a part of wilderness and wood as a construc- 
tion resource. By balancing bark-covered, rough-cut 
logs on narrow finely crafted orbs, Buell reifies the 
connection between America's built and natural envi- 
ronments, a relationship that his sculpture portrays as 
delicate and insecure. Buell believes wood has a politi- 
cal dimension because as a scarce delicate natural 
resource it can be used to represent American society's 
rapacious environmental consumerism and abuses. His 
wood sculptures attempt to remind viewers that how 
they live and what they use to live affects real things in 
real places. A standing tree with large bolts communi- 
cates this theme more vividly than a nailed plank 
whose "treeness" has nearly been obliterated. 

Buell's work also represents wood's history as a 
symbol and icon in American culture. Home Rooms 
addresses America's long relationship with and depen- 
dence on wood. Oval-shaped wooden balls rest on 
metal desks that are placed on wooden floorboards in 
an enclosed setting that resembles a classroom. Occu- 
pying the place of books and students, the wood shapes 

perhaps symbolize ideas and lessons. These rough 
wooden forms might refer to Americans' historic ven- 
eration of nature as a source of national identity. The 
knotted wooden floor could symbolize the foundation 
on which American culture rests. Or perhaps by 
enveloping emblems of education within wooden 
forms, the artist is suggesting we have something to 
learn from the natural world. 

Despite working with machine tools in his studio, 
Buell sees his art as a holdout against the technological 
wizardry of modern society. "The handmade object, 
the sculpted object, a thing that is processed by an indi- 
vidual is under attack and therefore more necessary 
than ever," he explained.30 He views his work as a 
defense against our technoculture, in which visual 
images bombard us and virtual objects supplant real 
ones. Buell envisions his work not as a reaction against 
these rapid changes but as a way of maintaining an 
integrity of process and creation that he feels is ebbing 
away. Using wood is key to this concept because it is 
organic rather than synthetic and because it has a long 

Dexter Buell, Home Rooms, 1991. Photograph courtesy of Dexter 
Buell. 
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tradition in American craftsmanship. So in part it is the 
earthiness of wood rather than its spiritual qualities 
that attracts Buell. Like Nevelson, the relationship 
between wood and people also interests him but, 
unlike Nevelson, it is wood's connection to nature the 
natural world with which he is concerned. 

These twentieth-century American wood sculptors 
seek and reveal the heart and history of wood. Their 
works of arts are reflections of an intimate knowledge 
of the physical qualities of wood and expressions of the 
sensual and spiritual qualities of the material. An abil- 
ity to see through the rough surface of wood and find 
new life and meaning is a common idea among wood 
sculptors and craftspeople today. In the words of Louise 
Nevelson, "After a tree is cut down, it is assumed that 
the tree is dead. It may be the finish of that life as such. 
But even in that state of matter, there's activity, living- 
ness. So there is no death in that sense. There's trans- 
formation."3' 

Successful wood sculptures, or "transformations," 
are not simply measured by the quality of the material 
or by the level of craftsmanship but also by their artists' 
concepts. Despite technology's march toward more 
flexible, durable substances, wood, a material with 
deep roots in the human past, still has a vital place in 
contemporary artistic expression. Whether it is carved, 
assembled, constructed, or painted, the surface patterns 
and textures of wood still exert a strong pull. Each of 
these four artists works with wood in radically different 
ways, but for all of them, wood's physical qualities are 
a means of expression, not just a material to work with. 
For Gross, it embodies aesthetic beauty but for Nevel- 
son, it is more a human relic than a natural wonder. 
Carpenter sees a playful spirituality and soulfulness in 
wood, while Buell represents it as an emblem of nature 
and uses it to comment on human interactions with 
the natural world. To each it is the function of the artist 
to reveal wood's hidden forms and meanings as a way 
to celebrate the material and its ties to human life. c 
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